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The Peru People´s Movement, generated organisation of the Communist
Party of Peru for the work abroad, reaffirms itself in its total and complete
confidence in our Great Leadership, Chairman Gonzalo–center of Party unity
and guarantee of triumph until communism–as well as in our Party, in its
whole system of leadership and in the comrade that leads the whole Party.
Likewise, it reaffirms itself in its total confidence in the masses, in the peoples
of the world, who clamour for proletarian leadership in the revolution.

We reject and condemn the sinister ongoing plan of imperialism, princi-
pally yankee, to spread capitulation all over the world in its desperate and
impossible attempt to annihilate the world revolution, using, for that pur-
pose, their miserable revisionist and opportunist lackeys. They apply their
politics of “peace accords,” and present a domesticated so-called “Maoism”–a
“Maoism” without people’s war, without new power, without the dictator-
ship of the proletariat. This is the role that new revisionism plays in Nepal
and in the world, and the miserable rats of the revisionist capitulationist
ROL in Peru. This is the plan, of imperialism and reaction, which these
revisionist traitors, accomplices in genocide, serve.

Concerning the videos that the Peruvian reaction has published as part
of its old rotten hoax of “peace accords,” we close ranks around, and reaffirm
ourselves in the position of the Party: these videos are a hoax, staged
by the reaction; the revisionist and capitulationist ROL was struc-
tured by yankee imperialism and the Peruvian reaction; the script
and the monstrosities were elaborated by them; the genocides in
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the Shining Trenches of Combat (STC), committed by the reac-
tionary Armed Forces, were carried out in direct coordination with
the black heads of the revisionist and capitulationist ROL. With
these montages they dreamed of achieving a great success, but in reality
they have not achieved anything. They dreamed that with these desperate
attempts they would cause the Party great harm, but this was nothing but
the dream of genocidal hyenas–because we have a proven leadership forged
in the image and likeness of Chairman Gonzalo, our Great Leadership solidly
based on his all-powerful thought–we have a Marxist-Leninist-Maoist, Gon-
zalo Thought, principally Gonzalo Thought, militarized Party that maintains
the course of the people’s war, implacable in its proletarian class position.
When the rats of the ROL tried to enter the committees they were
beheaded by annihilation–the confrontation could not have been
in any other way; absolutely no handing over the committees, the
Support Bases, the weapons etc. Thus, in the worst circumstances,
we have not in any way given way like has been done in Nepal, and
therefore fulfills the highest responsibility of being the shock force of the pro-
letarian world revolution, and acts as the red faction within the international
communist movement. We have nothing to fear, the difficulties do not
frighten us–we are firm in the principles and prepared for everything. The
Party reaffirms itself in the established course, in demanding the public, live
and direct presentation of Chairman Gonzalo, before national and interna-
tional television, and that he may make a pronouncement; in combatting
every video edited by Montesinos and the CIA–as well as all the conspira-
tions they have plotted with the revisionist and capitulationist ROL. Basi-
cally, what this is about is using “Gonzalo against Gonzalo”; like they used
Mao against Mao in China against comrade Jiang Qing–the old revisionist
practice of “combatting red banners with red banners,” just like the sinister
Deng.

They are videos made by the CIA, outlined, put forward and exploited
by the reaction. And some people lent themselves to this: miserable rats
like Miriam, Morote, and others that will pay with interest for their crimes
against the people. But: Attention! The reaction has not shown a single
one of all those in the STC’s who refused to take part in their sinister plan –
they do not permit that these red combattants are interviewed or anything
of the kind. It is a simple logic of the class struggle: in the bloody struggle
between armed revolution and counterrevolution, not one of the opponents
will give tribune to his mortal enemy. This is why they do not permit the
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public presentation of Chairman Gonzalo.
The Peru People´s Movement reaffirms itself in the position of our Party:

that the question is clear: crush the whole CIA plan and maintain
a high unity in order to fulfill the tasks. The last video they presented
shows that they could not divide the Party, that their so-called “National
Leadership Committee” is not able to articulate itself, nor is their “Perma-
nent Historical Committee,” since they are sinking more and more in their
own revisionist miasma.

In this way we unmask once more before the world this hoax, already
crushed by the Party and the people’s war.

LONG LIVE CHAIRMAN GONZALO!
LONG LIVE MARXISM-LENINISM-MAOISM, GONZALO

THOUGHT, PRINCIPALLY GONZALO THOUGHT!
LONG LIVE THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF PERU!

LONG LIVE THE PEOPLE’S WAR!
WE DEMAND THE PUBLIC, LIVE AND DIRECT

PRESENTATION OF CHAIRMAN GONZALO BEFORE
NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL TELEVISION, AND

THAT HE MAY MAKE A PRONOUNCEMENT!
COMBAT IMPERIALISM, REACTION AND REVISIONISM

IMPLACABLY AND INSEPARABLY IN ORDER TO
INITIATE AND DEVELOP PEOPLE’S WAR!
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